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Top 10 tips to grow your personal and professional networks
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Make your online marketing make sense.

What we’re going to cover

● Building a professional presence with your personal profile

● The basics of company pages and how to use them

● Ideas to help you create engaging content

● Ways to grow your business relationships

● Top 10 tips

● Q+A
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Make your online marketing make sense.

Guidelines for participating

Mute/unmute

Keep audio off 
to reduce 
background noise

Camera on/off

This is up to 
you

Participation

Chat, reactions, 
polls

Rename yourself

Include your 
name and your 
company name
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LinkedIn Profiles



Poll
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How long have 
you been on 
LinkedIn?



Make your online marketing make sense.

Platform stats

● There are approximately 849.6 million members on LinkedIn (as of June 2022)

● 4 out of 5 professionals on LinkedIn have decision-making authority in their 
organizations

● 40% of people on LinkedIn use it daily; 9 billion posts come from less than 100 
million content creators 

● 6 out of 10 users actively look for industry insights

● Content gets 15x more impressions than job postings
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Make your online marketing make sense.

What LinkedIn is really about

● Opportunity

● Credibility

● Relationships

● Visibility
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Make your online marketing make sense.

You define what professional means

● LinkedIn doesn’t define professional -- you do

● It’s important that your LinkedIn presence is a genuine reflection of your 
professional and personal brand

● If you’re pretty casual in real life, be casual on LinkedIn

● If you’re more formal, then be more formal
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Let’s start here: Privacy settings
You control what kind of 
activity you want others to 
be notified of, including 
profile changes.
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LinkedIn profile components

Profile photo Cover photo

Headline
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6
Your headline can 
be up to 220 
characters long



LinkedIn profile components
The About section is your 
handshake -- write the first 2 
lines to make someone 
curious and read more
● Tell a story
● Write like you talk
● Include an action

Use the Featured section to 
highlight articles you’ve 
written or to link to a website
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Note: These sections might be in a different order if you’ve turned on Creator Mode.



LinkedIn profile components

Use the Experience section to 
highlight your proudest 
accomplishments 
(not your job description)

Write in the first person (me, I)
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Profile photo tips

● Profiles with photos get 9 times more views and 13 times more engagement

● This doesn’t have to be a professional headshot, but it should be representative 
of you in your work and less than 2 years old

● Make sure the lighting is clear and the background isn’t distracting

● Show some personality

● Crop, add filters and adjust your photo right on LinkedIn!



Make your online marketing make sense.

Headline

Compelling, customized, represents you -- in 3 unique ways

1. Industry keywords
2. Your role
3. Unique skills or passions

Don’t get too vague about this -- example “Bridge builder”



Some inspiration
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Your cover photo

● LinkedIn uses a default background image if you don’t update your cover 
photo

● Make sure it connects with your professional work, background or values
● Make sure text isn’t hidden behind your profile picture
● You can upload a free stock photo or create a custom image
● To go all in with your cover photo:

○ Give people a call to action
○ Show what you do
○ Give people more ways to connect with you

https://blog.paper.li/2020/02/19/10-free-linkedin-images-to-build-your-profile/


Edit your public url
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Notifications & activity
Get comfortable with this; don’t creep someone’s profile

● Your connections see a record of every action you’ve taken on LinkedIn
● Connections can see if you’ve looked at their profile
● Use it to build connections, get access to new content and meet new people
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Make your online marketing make sense.

LinkedIn algorithm: Personal profiles

The “friendliest” algorithm

● Major shifts started in 2019 to move away from influencers to favouring 
content + engagement

● Factors include:
○ Keywords in your profile + people you’re likely to know

○ Reactions in the first few hours from your connections give your content extended life in the 

newsfeed

○ How you engage with other content in your newsfeed
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Make your online marketing make sense.
21

● Creator mode changes some of your profile layout
● Prioritizes followers over connections
● You can add up to 5 hashtags to your profile
● You can build and send your own LinkedIn newsletter
● Gives your content more visibility and reach

Creator mode



LinkedIn Pages



Make your online marketing make sense.

Why consider a company page

The good
● It’s your official brand presence on LinkedIn
● You can feature your best content
● You need it to advertise on LinkedIn
● It gives you an SEO boost
● Your employees’ Experience sections will be linked to the company page

The bad
● It doesn’t get much reach in the newsfeed
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Question

24

Do you have a 
LinkedIn page?



How to set up a company page

● Click the “Work” menu and select 
“Create a Company Page”

● Choose the type of company and 
follow the prompts

● Assign appropriate admin roles to 
others you’re connected to

● Customize your page with a company 
logo, cover photo, tagline, CTA button 
and hashtags

Note: This functionality is only 
available on desktop.
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LinkedIn page: Member view
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LinkedIn page: Admin view
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Make your online marketing make sense.

A note about admins

● You no longer have to be directly connected to someone to add them as an 
admin on the page

● Always make sure you and someone from your team have admin access, even 
if you’re outsourcing your content, page management or paid ads

● Assign the right level of permissions -- don’t give anyone access that they 
don’t need

● Use 2-factor authentication on your LinkedIn account
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Make your online marketing make sense.

What to share on your company page

● Complete the About section

● Showcase the industry, culture and the people, not just job postings

● Share ppts, pdfs and Word docs that are valuable for your target audience

● Use “notify employees” feature to tell employees when you’ve posted to the 
company page
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Crafting content that gets 
noticed
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Make your online marketing make sense.

Create content that invites conversation

Tell people how you want them to engage and respond

● Ask questions, use polls, ask for opinions

● Introduce people in your comments

● Tag people in your posts -- but only people you know will respond

● Don’t be afraid to be vulnerable -- post when you’ve had a hard day, need 
help solving a problem or want to learn about something new
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Writing LinkedIn posts

● Remember LinkedIn shows the first 2 lines before using “read more” so stand 
out from feed content by using those first 2 lines to draw readers in

● Start with a surprising fact, a bold statement or a question about a common 
trend, add detail and end with a call to action

● Use white space to break up the lines and improve readability

● Be genuine and avoid using click-baity tactics

● Examples:
○ The pandemic has changed this industry dramatically. And it’s not going back.

○ I’ve learned a lot of lessons the hard way, and this one was no exception.

○ Technology isn’t revolutionizing the way work gets done.
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Hashtags

Posting and curating content
Your perspective

Points from the article

Link to the article

Tag the original publisher

Remember:
Use white space and line breaks 
to make the content readable 
and digestible.
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Make your online marketing make sense.

Comments are content

● You get notified every time someone in your network comments on an 
update

● Your network is notified every time you comment on an update

● Comment thoughtfully -- did something surprise you? Do you agree or 
disagree? Think about how and why you’re adding to the dialogue.

● If others leave comments on your posts, dive in and ask questions to spark 
conversation (the sooner the better)
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LinkedIn hashtags

● Use 5-7 hashtags with every post

● Consider using a personalized or branded hashtag

● Research hashtags before you use them

● Use CamelCase to make them more readable and 
accessible

● Hashtag analytics are not available like other platforms
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Growing your network



Make your online marketing make sense.

Networking on LinkedIn

● Use the newsfeed to see what content your connections are sharing

● Comment thoughtfully -- did something surprise you? Do you agree or 
disagree? Think about how you’re adding to the dialogue.

● If others leave comments on your posts, dive in and ask questions to spark 
conversation
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Make your online marketing make sense.

Connecting with other people

● You connect with other LinkedIn members through a connection request

● Always personalize your message with a quick greeting, something you have 
in common and a closer

○ Example: “Hi Victoria. Looks like we have some interests in common. I’m in marketing and 

would love to learn more about your work. It would be great to connect on LinkedIn!”
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Personalize connection requests
1. Go to the person’s profile that you want to connect with
2. Click “Connect” and then “Add a note”
3. On mobile, click … and then select “Personalize invite”
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Make your online marketing make sense.

Accepting connection requests

Think about your purpose:

● To grow your network? Accept more.
● Use your discretion

○ Be cautious about invites from people you have no connections in common with

○ Be wary of the cold sales pitch

○ There are trolls. Sigh...
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Make your online marketing make sense.

Using search to grow your network

On LinkedIn, there are new ways to use search

● Find hashtags related to your industry, follow them and engage with people 
outside your network

● Find people by company or by job title and by connection, industry, location 
and even school
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Growing your company page

● How employees can help:
○ Make sure employees link to the company page from their Experience section on their 

personal profiles

○ Follow the page

○ Tag the company page in posts

○ Share content from the company page

○ Comment on posts on the company page to increase engagement

○ Add the company page to their contact info on their personal profiles

● Page admins can send invites to their connections

● Interact with content under the company account through hashtags
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Top 10 tips



LinkedIn takeaways

1. See LinkedIn as an opportunity, not an obstacle.

2. Make sure your profile photo reflects you professionally.

3. Tell more of your story with your headline.

4. Use a company page to establish your brand, share jobs and connect with employees.

5. Define your LinkedIn voice for your personal profile and your company page.

6. Think like a storyteller and focus on how you want your audience to feel.

7. Invite conversation with every post.

8. Tell your employees how to help grow your company page.

9. Personalize every connection request.

10. Leave thoughtful comments that create dialogue with other people.
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“ LinkedIn is no longer your online 
resume. 
It’s your digital reputation.
— Jill Rowley, Chief Growth Officer, Marketo



Kelly Thibodeau

kelly@squarelysocial.com
(204) 290-7709
squarelysocial.com

Thank you!


